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STEP 1: DO YOUR RESEARCH!

• Specificity

• Size

Conference Features

• Identify the Target Audience at the Conference

Audience

• Maximum Length

• Formatting Requirements

Abstract Requirements



ABSTRACT SETUP

“5 years of research in 15 words”Title

• Should grab your audience’s attention

Celebrate your collaboratorsAuthors

• Identify all contributors to the research to be presented

General background and summary of The ProblemIntroduction

• Brief section that has basic background and premise of the gap that your research addresses

What 80% of your presentation will discussResearch and Analysis

• Use raw data sparingly, instead describe the experimental results

The Big PictureConclusions

• Establish how the research will impact the future or how it will impact an international audience



TITLE EXAMPLE

Weak Title: Characterizing Pseudomonas aeruginosa AmrZ

Weak Title: Pseudomonas aeruginosa AmrZ’s Role in Virulence

Actual Title: DNA-binding Activity of AmrZ is Required for Pathogenesis in an Acute 
Murine Infection Model

Use your title to hook your audience, don’t just summarize the topic!

Titles that provide the overall conclusion draw the audience to read the entire abstract. 



EXAMPLE TITLES
Here are few examples from last year’s research symposium! 

“Improved efficacy of 
antibiotic therapy in patients 

with diabetic foot ulcer”

“Molecular genetic analysis 
of influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 

viruses to forecast future 
epidemics”

“In silico toxicology methods 
to address regulatory and 

scientific requirements within 
the harmonization of 

legislation of Ukraine and 
the EU for Endocrine 

disruptors”



AUTHORS
Authorship order denotes those that contributed most to least, ending with the grant’s principal investigator. 

Less Contribution

Presenter Contributor Principal InvestigatorContributor Contributor Contributor

High Contribution
High 

Contribution

Contribution

Author Order



INTRODUCTION

Should provide information to allow the audience to understand what 
problem you are trying to solve and why you are trying to solve it.

Big Problem – Usually includes impacts to people, animals, or the 
environment

Smaller Problem – The specific focus of your work

Know your audience!!  They determine the level of detail!



INTRODUCTION EXAMPLE

Does AmrZ regulation impact disease?

AmrZ regulates virulence factors by binding DNA

P. aeruginosa causes disease using virulence factors

Pseudomonas aeruginosa is an opportunistic pathogen



RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS

Data presentation varies greatly by field

• Some conferences allow for graphs or tables in the abstract

• Previous year’s abstracts can provide a template for setting up your abstract

Abstracts do not usually include methods as a separate section

• Usually integrated (if needed)

• If included, the process is described

Focus on your target audience

• Describe your research story by telling a story in results

• The end of the story should be close to the title of your abstract

This is the good stuff! 



CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions address how the presented work can be used to address 
the Big Problem

Conclusions remind new audiences as to the potential impact for the 
research

This section can sometimes also include the next steps 

Show how your data is critical in going to the next step! 

Conclusions are not a restatement or summary, but a way to show how your research can be used!



EXAMPLE CONCLUSIONS

“The emergence of new serotypes in Ukraine elevates the importance of constant monitoring 
of circulating infectious bronchitis (IB) viruses to provide the better optimization of strategies 
and schedules of vaccinations.”

“Studying the features of the hepatitis C epidemiological process on the regional level 
provides strategic information for countermeasures to eliminate viral hepatitis as a public 
health threat by 2030.”

“The introduction of WHONET software into the practice activities of the center makes it 
possible to prescribe antibiotics … thereby increasing the efficiency of medical assistance 
due to the reduction of costs of medicine purchase, complications treatment and shortening of 
patients hospital stay.”

Here are few examples from last year’s research symposium! 



ITEMS TO DOUBLE CHECK

Word Count Consistency
Define 

acronyms
Italics for 

Latin names
Spell check

Proofread 
for clarity



SET UP YOUR ABSTRACT!

Hook your audience with the ultimate conclusionTitle

Celebrate your collaboratorsAuthors

Teach your audience about The ProblemIntroduction

Tell your audience what your results showResearch and Analysis

Put your data within the Big PictureConclusions



WHAT QUESTIONS DO YOU HAVE?


